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SALVE DETAILED INFORMATION

Made From Dirt has CBD & Sun + Moon does not.
The salves do mirror each other and have similar uses.
Our salves are available in 2oz glass jars.
Each product has been formulated without artificial ingredients and
have been carefully thought out to help specific ailments.
.

Made From Dirt Sunflower Salve
Sun + Moon Moisturize Salve

Made with limited ingredients. Great for sensitive skin. These salves can be an excellent solution for broken,
damaged, or aging skin.
May be used for:
Dry Skin
To heal mild skin cuts/abrasions
Burns
Facial Moisturizer
Skin Toner

Made From Dirt Peppermint Pain Salve
Sun + Moon Pain Relief Salve

Natural pain reliever for muscles, back pain, and inflammation. This pain relief cream can get into three layers on
your skin to help ease your pain.
May be used for:
Sore muscles
Arthritis
Joint pain
Headaches
Back & neck pain

SALVE DETAILED INFORMATION
Made From Dirt Restore Salve
Sun + Moon Skin Reset Salve

Suffering from eczema symptoms? Tired of hiding eczema on your hands or face?
This is a natural solution to natural problems, our salves are packing with skin healing ingredients including
vitamin E, shea butter, eucalyptus, and tamanu oil. Application of this eczema cream over an extended period of
time can help remove the appearance of scars and promote overall dermatological wellness.
May be used for:
Fading scars and stretch marks
Psoriasis
Rashes
Eczema
Acne
Bug Bites
Rosacea
Age Spots
And more

Made From Dirt Sleep Balm
Sun + Moon Sleep Balm

When a racing mind or anxiety get in the way of a good night’s rest, apply some of our Sleep Balm for all-natural
relief. This Sleep Balm is made with chamomile, cedarwood, and lavender to deliver profoundly calming effects.
Apply to the temples of your head, on the bottom of your feet and under your nose for maximum results.
This is a great natural sleep solution.
May be used for:
Insomnia
Anxiety
Stress
Did you know:
The pores found on the bottom of your feet are particularly absorbent and can quickly pull the essential oil into the
bloodstream. When applied to the entire foot, traces of essential oil can be found throughout the body in less than
20 minutes.

Sun + Moon Cooling Relief Salve

One application gives you fast, cool, comforting relief for joint and muscle pain, stiff muscles, arthritis in the hands
and joints, backaches. Made with active ingredients like Menthol, Camphor, and Tea Tree Oil.
This cooling pain salve will ice your pain away.
May be used for severe:
Sore muscles
Growing pains
Arthritis
Joint pain
Headaches
Back & neck pain

BATH ITEMS DETAILED INFORMATION

Made From Dirt
Pain Relief Bath Salts

A therapeutic blend of Himalayan and Epsom salts with beneficial essential oils that may help relieve pain.
Himalayan Salt crystals contain minerals small enough for our body and skin to absorb, providing amazing
therapeutic benefits to skin, body, and mind. Epsom Salt improves symptoms of soreness and stress.

Stress Relief Bath Salts

A therapeutic blend of Himalayan and Epsom salts with beneficial essential oils that may help relieve stress
and anxiety. Himalayan Salt crystals contain minerals small enough for our body and skin to absorb,
providing amazing therapeutic benefits to skin, body, and mind. Epsom Salt improves symptoms of soreness
and stress.

Sun + Moon
Reiki Bath Salts

A therapeutic blend of Himalayan and Epsom salts with beneficial essential oils that may help relieve stress
and anxiety. Himalayan Salt crystals contain minerals small enough for our body and skin to absorb,
providing amazing therapeutic benefits to skin, body, and mind.
Use these salts with intention. As you draw a bath, pour in all the salt. Set the Intention to release all
energetic baggage & restrictions that are no longer serving your highest good. Allow the water to absorb and
transmute all energy that you are ready to release.

Sun + Moon
Kids Bath Salts

Each formulated blend of salts come with a sea toy surprise inside! Each toy is different.
Our bath salts are made with the best ingredients for our little ones.
Suggested age use 2+ Please supervise while using these products as these toys could be a choking hazard.

Sun + Moon
Botanical Bath Salts
Large 2oz glass tube filled with our bath salt blend of essential oils and salts. Has botanical petals in each
tube.

Sun + Moon
Loofah

Each formulated Loofah soap is great for exfoliating your skin, the Soap cleanses the skin & the Loofah
exfoliates breaking away ingrown hairs and dry dead skin cells.

ROLL ONS DETAILED INFORMATION

STRESS RELIEF ROLL ON
10ml BOTTLE - 100mg
DESCRIPTION: May help feelings of stress, anxiety, and trouble sleeping. Made with a special blend of essential oils
and a high concentration of CBD, this on the go roller can be used anywhere.

PAIN RELIEF ROLL ON
10 ml BOTTLE - 100mg

DESCRIPTION: Can help pain relief on the go. Fast absorbing and easy to apply. Promotes relief almost instantly.
Made with all natural ingredients and a high concentration of CBD.
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